Is the person a TRSL retiree
--OR--
a TRSL member currently being reported by your agency (based on W2 and/or 1099 earnings)?

NO

Is the person being reported to TRSL by another employer?

NO

Does the person have:
(a) 5 or more years of creditable service in TRSL as a “classroom teacher” as defined in Index 2.0 of the Employer Procedures Manual,

---OR---

(b) 10 or more years of service credit in TRSL in a position that does not meet the definition of a “classroom teacher”.

NO

YES

Are the duties being performed in a position normally reportable to TRSL ?

NO

Person is not required to be reported.

YES

Paid by 1099

Paid by W2

This decision tree is to be used when determining whether
(1) earnings made via 1099 should be reported, and/or
(2) earnings for less than full time employment should be reported.